ROCKY FORK TRAILS ARE NOT MARKED. There are secondary roads and trails within the Rocky Fork Watershed which are not featured here, therefore, this map is only offered as a general guide for recreational users. GPS, topo map and compass skills are strongly recommended for Rocky Fork backcountry travel. This map is not a substitute for common sense, solid outdoor skills and good preparation. **No claim of accuracy is made; no responsibility or liability is assumed herein! Travel at your own risk.**

**NOT PERMITTED** – Horses, motor vehicles, fires and camping are currently not allowed.

**PARKING** – Very limited at main gate; please leave room for others and do not block gate.

**FISHING REGS.** – Special regulations are strictly enforced from the main gate upstream.

**BEARS** – RF is prime habitat; know the dos and don’ts of traveling in black bear country.

**FROM JOHNSON CITY** – I-26 East to Exit 46; right 100yds to Clear Branch Rd; right on Clear Branch .8mi to Hwy. 352; left on 352 for 2.5mi to Rocky Fork Rd on right; .8mi to main gate on left.

**FROM ASHEVILLE** – I-26 West to Exit 50; right 100 yds. to Upper Higgins Cr. Rd; left on Upper Higgins Cr. then .6mi to Old Asheville Hwy (Flag Pond Rd); right for 2.2mi to Rocky Fork Rd on left.

---

1 **ENTRANCE ROAD** – Easy .7mi to main backcountry trail-head; Triple Falls; scenic stream-side walk
2 **WHITE HOUSE CLIFFS** – Moderate 1.4mi; last .3mi is off-trail ascent; scenic views; **USE CAUTION!**
3 **FLINT CR. BATTLE SITE** – Easy 1mi to site where John Sevier fought Cherokees and Creeks in 1789
4 **FLINT CR. TR.** – Moderate 2.8mi to junction with Flint Mtn. Tr. (not shown); scenic valley hike
5 **FLINT MTN TR. (not shown)** – Moderate 5.6mi loop if combined with Entrance Rd. and Flint Cr. Trail
6 **WHITE OAK FLATS** – Moderate 2mi; spring & summer wildflowers; poss. bear and turkey sightings
7 **HIDDEN LAKE** – Strenuous 5.8mi; excellent views; prime bear habitat; highly scenic Hidden Lake
8 **BUZZARD ROCK** – Strenuous 7.1mi via Headwaters Tr. and High Country Tr.; specular views
9 **APPALACHIAN TRAIL** – Strenuous 7.5mi via Headwaters Tr. & High Country Tr.; 3.1mi by Flint Cr. Tr.